
Release the value of IFS 
in Chemical Manufacturing



Established in 2009, we are a UK based company specialising in 
ERP software and services.

As an IFS Gold Channel Partner, we sell and implement ERP 
software to a global customer base, as well as providing over 
15,000 days of technical and functional consultancy each year
and 24/7 Support Services designed to help reduce your
total cost of ownership.
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Who is Anthesis?
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Our Services.

Our global network of more than 150 
consultants are readily available and are 
equipped to provide services both on site 
and remotely. We can work with you from 
initial implementation roll out through to 
upgrades, projects, as well as ongoing 
optimisation and 24/7 support using our 
Support Services team.

Implementation

Upgrades

Support Services

Daily Health Checks

Training

Consultancy
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Why use IFS Cloud in
Chemical Manufacturing

All modules in a Single Application with no costly integrations, 
add-ins or third parties required, reducing risk & cost of ownership 
by minimising maintenance fees & validation requirements. 

Supports mixed-mode manufacturing throughout production 
with the ability to prevent contamination of batches in blending and 
filling. Characteristic focused optimised sequencing and scheduling 
reduces changeover times and maximises production capacity. 

Provides simple, in-context access to key documents and 
product handling data helping to achieve audit compliance and 
reduce blending & labelling errors. IFS Document Management is 
revision and access controlled ensuring information is accurate, 
approved and up-to-date. 
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Why use IFS Cloud in
Chemical Manufacturing

Helps with Dangerous Goods classification through substance 
tracking in chemicals and comes with warehouse controls built-
in; preventing hazardous combinations or incorrect stocking in 
storage spaces and ensuring correct procedure & safety when 
handling goods. 

Brings audit compliance, planning, quality control and 
manufacturing execution into a single point with live data at 
all times, represented in clear, easy to configure dashboards and 
with simple, back and forth tracing of components and processes. 
Many IFS users have removed hours from their trace processes 
simply by putting this data into a single system.
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Who is IFS?
IFS develops and delivers cloud enterprise 
software for over 10,000 companies around the 
world who manufacture and distribute goods, 
build and maintain assets, and manage service-
focused operations. Within it’s single platform, 
industry specific products are innately connected 
to a single data model and use embedded digital 
innovation so that customers can be their best 
when it really matters to their customers - at the 
Moment of Service™.

The industry expertise of over 4500 employees 
and the growing ecosystem, together with a 
commitment to deliver value at every single step, 
has made IFS a recognised world leader and the 
most recommended supplier in its sector.

Click here to
learn more
about IFS >>

https://www.ifs.com/industries/manufacturing/


We know exactly
what to do:

We’ve done it 
many times before:

We will tell it like
it is:

We are always the 
right size:

We are in it for the 
long term:

Anthesis consultants 
have an average of 15 
years’ experience.

We have completed 
more than 500 
projects in 25 different 
countries.

Whether consulting, 
software sales or 
service delivery, we 
will speak honestly 
and directly.

We are not too big to 
care and not too small 
to have an impact.

We are growing our 
team and investing in 
people.

Why choose Anthesis?
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15
Years
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Anthesis Support Services.

Anthesis Support Services has both on-shore and 
off-shore support resources to help you manage 
your application, freeing up your team to focus on 
the right priorities.

Our support team of 35 IFS certified associates are 
an extension of your IT department, allowing you 
to focus on the essential improvement projects 
that will drive your business success and leave            
the day-to-day system and user issues to us.
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Customer Success Story.

“We are currently in the middle of implementing our ERP solution. We chose 
to work with Anthesis due to their comprehensive skillset and track record in 
delivering projects. This provided AutoSmart with the confidence that, with 
their knowledge of IFS Applications, the final solution could be configured 
successfully to address our key requirements. The Anthesis team have 
already demonstrated a very professional approach and are a good fit for 
Autosmart, which is critical when identifying an implementation and ongoing 
support partner. We are on target to deploy both on time and to budget”

Shaun Devey,
IT Director of Autosmart
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Speak to us today on:

+44(0)1260 296 530

IFS@anthesis.co.uk

anthesis.co.uk/ifs/

Want to learn more?
Discover how Anthesis can help 
you release the value of your IFS 
applications.

A-107-250122

https://www.anthesis.co.uk/ifs/

